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HANAPEPE RICE AND KULA LOTS
LOT 4-A
(Revised February 1962)
Hanapepe, Waimea (Kona), Kauai, Hawaii

Being a portion of the Government (Crown) Land of Hanapepe

Beginning at the north corner of this lot and on the west side of Awawa Road, the coordinates of said point of beginning referred to Government Survey Triangulation Station "PULO" being 6892.90 feet North and 4788.76 feet East, as shown on Government Survey Registered Map 3003, thence running by azimuths measured clockwise from True South:

1. 2° 15' 284.53 feet along the west side of Awawa Road;
2. 355° 21' 31.20 feet along the west side of Awawa Road;
3. 70° 00' 22.18 feet along Parcel 27, Hanapepe Valley Flood Control Project (Right Bank);
4. 192° 00' 35.80 feet along Government Land;
5. 172° 00' 30.00 feet along Government Land;
6. 187° 00' 100.00 feet along Government Land;
7. 96° 00' 40.00 feet along Government Land;
8. 192° 00' 100.00 feet along Government Land;
9. 202° 00' 42.00 feet along Government Land;
10. 223° 42' 25.00 feet along Government Land to the point of beginning and containing an Area of 7,096 Square Feet.
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